Objective To review the methods and dimensions of data quality assessment in the context of electronic health record (EHR) data reuse for research. Materials and methods A review of the clinical research literature discussing data quality assessment methodology for EHR data was performed. Using an iterative process, the aspects of data quality being measured were abstracted and categorized, as well as the methods of assessment used. Results Five dimensions of data quality were identified, which are completeness, correctness, concordance, plausibility, and currency, and seven broad categories of data quality assessment methods: comparison with gold standards, data element agreement, data source agreement, distribution comparison, validity checks, log review, and element presence.
As the adoption of electronic health records (EHRs) has made it easier to access and aggregate clinical data, there has been growing interest in conducting research with data collected during the course of clinical care. 1 2 The Natonal Institutes of Health has called for increasing the reuse of electronic records for research, and the clinical research community has been actively seeking methods to enable secondary use of clinical data. 3 EHRs surpass many existing registries and data repositories in volume, and the reuse of these data may diminish the costs and inefficiencies associated with clinical research. Like other forms of retrospective research, studies that make use of EHR data do not require patient recruitment or data collection, both of which are expensive and time-consuming processes. The data from EHRs also offer a window into the medical care, status, and outcomes of a diverse population that is representative of actual patients. The secondary use of data collected in EHRs is a promising step towards decreasing research costs, increasing patient-centered research, and speeding the rate of new medical discoveries.
Despite these benefits, reuse of EHR data has been limited by a number of factors, including concerns about the quality of the data and their suitability for research. It is generally accepted that, as a result of differences in priorities between clinical and research settings, clinical data are not recorded with the same care as research data. 4 Moreover, Burnum 5 stated that the introduction of health information technology like EHRs has led not to improvements in the quality of the data being recorded, but rather to the recording of a greater quantity of bad data. Due to such concerns about data quality, van der Lei 6 warned specifically against the reuse of clinical data for research and proposed what he called the first law of informatics: '[d]ata shall be used only for the purpose for which they were collected'.
Although such concerns about data quality have existed since EHRs were first introduced, there remains no consensus as to the quality of electronic clinical data or even agreement as to what 'data quality' actually means in the context of EHRs. One of the most broadly adopted conceptualizations of quality comes from Juran, 7 who said that quality is defined through 'fitness for use'. In the context of data quality, this means that data are of sufficient quality when they serve the needs of a given user pursuing specific goals.
Past study of EHR data quality has revealed highly variable results. Hogan and Wagner, 8 in their 1997 literature review, found that the correctness of data ranged between 44% and 100%, and completeness between 1.1% and 100%, depending on the clinical concepts being studied. Similarly, Thiru et al, 9 in calculating the sensitivity of different types of EHR data in the literature, found values ranging between 0.26 and 1.00. In a 2010 review, Chan et al 10 looked at the quality of the same clinical concepts across multiple institutions, and still found a great deal of variability. The completeness of blood pressure recordings, for example, fell anywhere between 0.1% and 51%. Due to differences in measurement, recording, information systems, and clinical focus, the quality of EHR data is highly variable. Therefore, it is generally inadvisable to make assumptions about one EHR-derived dataset based on another. We need systematic methods that will allow us to assess the quality of an EHR-derived dataset for a given research task.
Our review primarily differs from those highlighted above in its focus. The previous reviews looked at data quality findings, while ours instead focuses on the methods that have been used to assess data quality. In fact, the earlier reviews were explicitly limited to studies that relied on the use of a reference standard, while we instead explore a range of data quality assessment methods. The contributions of this literature review are an empirically based conceptual model of the dimensions of EHR data quality studied by clinical researchers and a summary and critique of the methods that have been used to assess EHR data quality, specifically within the context of reusing clinical data for research. Our goal is to develop a systematic understanding of the approaches that may be used to determine the suitability of EHR data for a specific research goal.
METHODS
We identified articles in the literature by performing a search of the literature using standard electronic bibliographic tools. The literature search was performed by the first author on PubMed in February of 2012. As observed by Hogan and Wagner 8 in their literature review, there is no medical subheadings (MeSH) term for data quality, so a brief exploratory review was performed to identify relevant keywords. The final list included 'data quality', 'data accuracy', 'data reliability', 'data validity', 'data consistency', 'data completeness', and 'data error'. The MeSH heading for EHR was not introduced until 2010, so the older and more general MeSH heading 'medical record systems, computerized' was used instead. The phrases 'EHR', 'electronic medical record', and 'computerized medical record' were also included in order to capture articles that may not have been tagged correctly. We searched for articles including at least one of the quality terms and at least one of the EHR terms. Results were limited to English language articles. The full query is shown below.
('data quality' OR 'data accuracy' OR 'data reliability' OR 'data validity' OR 'data consistency' OR 'data completeness' OR 'data errors' OR 'data error') AND (EHR OR electronic medical record OR computerized medical record OR medical records systems, computerized [mh]) AND English [lang] This search produced 230 articles, all of which were manually reviewed by the first author to determine if they met the selection criteria. In particular, the articles retained for further review: (1) included original research using data quality assessment methods; (2) focused on data derived from an EHR or related system; and (3) were published in a peer-reviewed journal. Articles dealing with data from purely administrative systems (eg, claims databases) were not included. These inclusion criteria resulted in 44 relevant articles. Next, we performed an in-depth ancestor search, reviewing the references of all of the articles in the original pool of 44. This allowed us to identify an additional 51 articles, resulting in a final pool of 95 articles meeting our inclusion criteria that were then used to derive results in this study.
From each article we abstracted the features of data quality examined, the methods of assessment used, and basic descriptive information including about the article and the type of data being studied. Through iterative review of the abstracted data, we derived broad dimensions of data quality and general categories of assessment strategies commonly described in the literature. Finally, we reviewed the 95 articles again, categorizing every article based on the dimension or dimensions being assessed, as well as the assessment strategies used for each of those dimensions.
Before beginning this analysis, we searched for preexisting models of EHR data quality, but were unable to find any. We decided that the potential benefits of adapting a data quality model from another field were outweighed by the risks of approaching our analysis through the lens of a model that had not been validated in the area of EHR data quality. Furthermore, using an existing model to guide analysis is a deductive approach, which has the potential to obscure information contained in the data. 11 By imposing an existing model from a different discipline, we would have run the risk of missing important findings. Therefore, we decided to use an inductive, data-driven coding approach. This approach provides advantages over the deductive approach by allowing us better coverage of the dimensions and methods of data quality assessment.
RESULTS
The majority of papers reviewed (73%) looked at structured data only, or at a combination of structured and unstructured data (22%). For our purposes, unstructured data types include freeentry text, while structured data types include coded data, values from pre-populated lists, or data entered into fields requiring specific alphanumeric formats.
Ignoring variations due to lexical categories and negation, the articles contained 27 unique terms describing dimensions of data quality. Features of data quality that were mentioned or described but not assessed were not included in our analysis. We grouped the terms together based on shared definitions. A few features of good data described in the literature, including sufficient granularity and the use of standards, were not included in our analyses. This decision was made due to the limited discussion of these features, the fact that they could be considered traits of good data practice instead of data quality, and because no assessment methods were described. Overall, we empirically derived five substantively different dimensions of data quality from the literature. The dimensions are defined below. < Completeness: Is a truth about a patient present in the EHR? < Correctness: Is an element that is present in the EHR true? < Concordance: Is there agreement between elements in the EHR, or between the EHR and another data source? < Plausibility: Does an element in the EHR makes sense in light of other knowledge about what that element is measuring? < Currency: Is an element in the EHR a relevant representation of the patient state at a given point in time?
The list of data quality terms and their mappings to the five dimensions described above are shown in table 1. The terms chosen to denote each of the dimensions were the clearest and least ambiguous from each of the groups. There was a great deal of variability and overlap in the terms used to describe each of these dimensions. 'Accuracy', for example, was sometimes used as a synonym for correctness, but in other articles meant both correctness and completeness. The dimensions themselves, however, were abstracted in such a way as to be exhaustive and mutually exclusive based on their definitions. Every article identified could be matched to one or more of the dimensions.
A similar process was used to identify the most common methods of data quality assessment. The strategies used to assess the dimensions of data quality fell into seven broad categories of methods, many of which were used to assess multiple dimensions. These general methods are listed and defined below. < Gold standard: A dataset drawn from another source or multiple sources, with or without information from the EHR, is used as a gold standard. < Data element agreement: Two or more elements within an EHR are compared to see if they report the same or compatible information. < Element presence: A determination is made as to whether or not desired or expected data elements are present. < Data source agreement: Data from the EHR are compared with data from another source to determine if they are in agreement. < Distribution comparison: Distributions or summary statistics of aggregated data from the EHR are compared with the expected distributions for the clinical concepts of interest. < Validity check: Data in the EHR are assessed using various techniques that determine if values 'make sense'. < Log review: Information on the actual data entry practices (eg, dates, times, edits) is examined. A summary of which methods were used to assess which dimensions is shown in table 2. The graph in figure 1 shows the strength of the pairwise relationships between the dimensions and methods. Some of the methods were used to assess only certain dimensions of data quality, whereas other methods were applied more broadly. Element presence, for example, was used to assess completeness, but none of the other dimensions. Data element agreement and data source agreement, however, were applied more broadly. Most of the dimensions were assessed using an assortment of methods, but currency was only measured using a single approach.
Completeness
Completeness was the most commonly assessed dimension of data quality and was an area of focus in 61 (64%) of the articles. Generally speaking, completeness referred to whether or not a truth about a patient was present in the EHR. Most of the articles used the term completeness to describe this dimension, but some also referred to data availability or missing data. In others, completeness was subsumed into more general concepts like accuracy or quality. Some articles cited the statistical definition of completeness suggested by Hogan and Wagner, 8 in which completeness is equivalent to sensitivity.
Many articles assessed EHR data completeness by using another source of data as a gold standard. The gold standards used included concurrently kept paper records, 12e18 information supplied by patients, 19e21 review of data by patients, 22e25 clinical encounters with patients, 26e28 information presented by trained standard patients, 29 30 information requested from the treating physician, 31 and alternative data sources from which EHR elements were abstracted. 32 33 A similar approach involved triangulating data from multiple sources within the EHR to create a gold standard. 34 35 Other researchers simply looked at the presence or absence of elements in the EHR. In some cases, these were elements that were expected to be present, even if they were not needed for any specific task. 36e38 57 58 68 69 74e81 In other situations, the elements examined were dependent upon the task at hand, meaning that the researchers determined whether or not the EHR data were In decreasing order of frequency, the dimensions are listed from left to right, and the methods from top to bottom. The numbers in the cells correspond to the article references featuring each dimensionemethod pair. complete enough for a specific purpose. 39 49 59 82e86 Other methods for assessing completeness included looking at agreement between elements from the same source, 49e55 56 agreement between the EHR and paper records, 79 87 88 agreement between the EHR and another electronic source of data, 79 89 and comparing distributions of occurrences of certain elements between practices 97 or with nationally recorded rates. 98e100
Correctness
The second most commonly assessed dimension of data quality was correctness, which was included in 57 (60%) of the articles. EHR data were considered correct when the information they contained was true. Other terms that were commonly used to describe this concept included accuracy, error, and quality. Occasionally, correctness included completeness, due to the fact that some researchers consider missing data to be incorrect (ie, errors of omission). The definition of correctness suggested by Hogan and Wagner 8 states that data correctness is the proportion of data elements present that are correct, which is equivalent to positive predictive value.
Comparison of EHR data with a gold standard was by far the most frequently used method for assessing correctness. These gold standards included: paper records; 12e18 38 40 41 information supplied by patients through interviews, 19 20 36 42 questionnaires, 21 43 data review, 22 23 25 44 or direct data entry; 37 clinical encounters with patients; 26 28 45 information presented by trained standard patients; 29 30 automatically recorded data; 46 contact with the treating physician; 31 39 47 and alternative data sources from which information matching EHR elements were abstracted. 32 33 Some researchers developed gold standards by extracting and triangulating data from within the EHR. 34 35 43 48 The second most common approach to assessing correctness was to look at agreement between elements within the EHR. Usually this involved verifying a diagnosis by looking at associated procedures, medications, or laboratory values. 49 50 52e54 57 58 60 61 Similarly, some articles reported on agreement between related elements 56 62 and errors identified through the examination of the use of copy and paste practices. 63 64 Other researchers looked specifically at agreement between structured elements and unstructured data within EHRs. 59 65 One of the more formal approaches described for assessing correctness was the data quality probe, proposed by Brown and Warmington, 66 67 which is a query that, when run against an EHR database, only returns cases with some disagreement between data elements.
A few articles described the use of validity checks to assess correctness. These included review of changes of sequential data over time, 105 identifying end digit preferences in blood pressure values, 104 106 and comparing elements with their expected value ranges. 32 62 Two other approaches to were using corrections seen in log files as a proxy for correctness, 73 and comparing data on the same patients from a registry and an EHR. 90 
Concordance
Sixteen (17%) of the articles reviewed assessed concordance. Data were considered concordant when there was agreement or compatibility between data elements. This may mean that two elements recording the same information for a single patient have the same value, or that elements recording different information have values that make sense when considered together (eg, biological sex is recorded as female, and procedure is recorded as gynecological examination). Measurement of concordance is generally based on elements contained within the EHR, but some researchers also included information from other data sources. Common terms used in the literature to describe data concordance include agreement and consistency.
The most common approach to assessing concordance was to look at agreement between elements within the EHR, 59 68e70 especially diagnoses and associated information such as medications or procedures. 51 71 72 The second most common method used to assess concordance was to look at the agreement of EHR data with data from other sources. These other sources included billing information, 91 paper records, 92e94 patient-reported data, 95 and physician-reported data. 96 Another approach was to compare distributions of data within the EHR with distributions of the same information from similar medical practices 57 97 or with national rates. 31 
Plausibility
Seven (7%) of the articles assessed the plausibility of EHR data. In this context, data were plausible if they were in agreement with general medical knowledge or information and were therefore feasible. In other words, assessments of plausibility were intended to determine whether or not data could be trusted or if they were of suspect quality. Other terms that were used to discuss and describe EHR data plausibility include data validity and integrity.
The most common approach to assessing the plausibility of EHR data was to perform some sort of validity check to determine if specific elements within the EHR were likely to be true or not. This included looking for elements with values that were outside biologically plausible ranges or that changed implausibly over time 89 or zero-valued elements. 73 Other researchers compared distributions of data values between practices 50 101 or with national rates, 102 103 or looked at agreement between related elements. 38 
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Currency
The currency of EHR data was assessed in four (4%) of the 95 articles. Currency was often referred to in the literature as timeliness or recency. Data were considered current if they were recorded in the EHR within a reasonable period of time following measurement or, alternatively, if they were representative of the patient state at a desired time of interest. In all four articles, currency was assessed through the review of data entry logs. In three of the four, researchers reviewed whether desired data were entered into the EHR within a set time limit. 36 46 52 In the fourth, researchers considered whether each type of data element was measured recently enough to be considered medically relevant. 84 
DISCUSSION
We identified five dimensions of data quality and seven categories of data quality assessment methods. Examination of the types of methods used, as well as overlap of the methods between dimensions, reveals significant patterns and gaps in knowledge. Below, we explore the major findings of the literature review, specifically highlighting areas that require further attention, and make suggestions for future research.
Terminology and dimensions of data quality
One of the biggest difficulties in conducting this review resulted from the inconsistent terminology used to discuss data quality. We had not expected, for example, the overlap of terms between dimensions, or the fact that the language within a single article was sometimes inconsistent. The clinical research community has largely failed to develop or adopt a consistent taxonomy of data quality.
There is, however, overlap between the dimensions of data quality identified during this review and those described in preexisting taxonomies and models of data quality. Wang and Strong's 107 conceptual framework of data quality, for example, contains 15 dimensions, grouped into four categories: intrinsic, contextual, representational, and accessibility. Our review focused on intrinsic (inherent to the data) and contextual (taskdependent) data quality issues. The dimensions we identified overlapped with two of the intrinsic features (accuracy and believability, which are equivalent to correctness and plausibility) and two of the contextual features (timeliness, which is equivalent to currency, and completeness). The only dimension we identified that does not appear in Wang and Strong's 107 framework is concordance.
The Institute of Medicine identified four attributes of data quality relevant to patient records: completeness, accuracy, legibility, and meaning (related to comprehensibility). 108 As the Institute of Medicine points out, electronic records by their nature negate many of the concerns regarding legibility, so we are left with three relevant attributes, two of which we identified through our review. Meaning is a more abstract concept and is likely to be difficult to measure objectively, which may be why we did not observe assessments of this dimension in the literature.
Although the five dimensions of data quality derived during our review were treated as mutually exclusive within the literature, we feel that only three can be considered fundamental: correctness, completeness, and currency. By this we mean that these dimensions are non-reducible, and describe core concepts of data quality as it relates to EHR data reuse. Concordance and plausibility, on the other hand, while discussed as separate features of data quality, appear to serve as proxies for the fundamental dimensions when it is not possible to assess them directly. This supposition is supported by the overlap observed in the methods used to assess concordance and plausibility with those used to assess correctness and completeness. A lack of concordance between two data sources, for example, indicates error in one or both of those sources: an error of omission, resulting in a lack of completeness, or an error of commission, resulting in a lack of correctness. Similarly, data that do not appear to be plausible may be incorrect, as in the case of a measurement that fails a range check, or incomplete, such as aggregated diagnosis rates within a practice that do not match the expected population rates. It may be that correctness, completeness, and currency are properties of data quality, while plausibility and concordance are methodological approaches to assessing data quality. In addition, researchers may refer to plausibility or concordance when they believe that there are problems with completeness or correctness, but have no way to be certain that errors exist or which data elements might be wrong.
Data quality assessment methodology
We observed a number of noteworthy patterns within the literature in terms of the types of data quality assessments used and the manner in which data quality assessment was discussed. For example, 37 of the 95 articles in our sample relied on a gold standard to assess data quality. There are a few problems with this approach. First, the data sources used could rarely be considered true gold standards. Paper records, for example, may sometimes be more trusted than electronic records, but they should not be considered entirely correct or complete. Perhaps more importantly, a gold standard for EHR data is simply not available in most cases. This will become more problematic as the use of de-identified datasets for research becomes more common. A 'fitness for purpose' approach, which suggests that the quality of each dataset compiled for a specific task must be assessed, necessitates the adoption of alternatives to gold standard-based methods.
In addition to the overreliance on gold standards, the majority of the studies we identified relied upon an 'intuitive' understanding of data quality and used ad hoc methods to assess data quality. This tendency has also been observed in other fields. 107 109 Most of the studies included in this review presented assessment methodologies that were developed with a minimal empirical or theoretical basis. Only a few researchers made the effort to develop generalizable approaches that could be used as a step towards a standard methodology. Faulconer and de Lusignan, 52 for example, proposed a multistep, statistically driven approach to data quality assessment. Hogan and Wagner 8 suggested specific statistical measures of the correctness and completeness of EHR elements that have been adopted by other researchers. Certain methods, including comparing distributions of data from the EHR with expected distributions or looking for agreement between elements within the EHR, lend themselves more readily to generalization. Brown and Warmington's 66 67 data quality probes, for example, could be extended to various data elements, although they require detailed clinical knowledge to implement. Some researchers looking at the quality of research databases pulled from general practices in the UK have adopted relatively consistent approaches to comparing the distributions of data concerning specific clinical phenomena to information from registries and surveys. 31 98 99 102 In most cases, however, the specific assessment methods described in the literature would be difficult to apply to other datasets or research questions. If the reuse of EHR data for clinical research is to become common and feasible, development of standardized, systematic data quality assessment methods is vital.
In addition, if as a field we intend to adopt the concept of 'fitness for purpose', it is important to consider the intended research use of EHR data when determining if they are of sufficient quality. 110 Some dimensions may prove to be more task dependent, or subjective, while others are essentially task independent, or objective. 109 It will be important to develop a full understanding of the interrelationships of research tasks and data characteristics as they relate to data quality. For example, the completeness of a set of data elements required by one research protocol may differ from the completeness required for a different protocol. Many factors, including clinical focus, required resolution of clinical information, and desired effect size, can affect the suitability of a dataset for a specific research task. 26 
Future directions
We believe that efforts to reuse EHR data for clinical research would benefit most from work in a few specific areas: adopting a consistent taxonomy of EHR data quality; increasing awareness of task dependence; integrating work on data quality assessment from other fields; and adopting systematic, statistically based methods of data quality assessment. A taxonomy of data quality would enable a structured discourse and contextualize assessment methodologies. The findings in this review regarding the dimensions of data quality may serve as a stepping stone towards this goal. Task dependence is likely to become a growing issue as efforts to reuse EHR data for research increase, particularly as data quality assessment does not have a one-size-fits-all solution. One approach to addressing the problem of EHR data quality and suitability for reuse in research would be to look at what has been done outside of clinical research, because data quality has been an area of study in fields ranging from finance to industrial engineering. Finally, it is important that the clinical researchers begin to move away from ad hoc approaches to data quality assessment. Validated methods that can be adapted for different research questions are the ideal goal.
Limitations
There were a number of limitations to this review. First, the search was limited. Due to the lack of MeSH terms for data quality and the variation in terminology used to discuss data quality, it is possible that our original search may have missed some relevant articles. We believe that our decision to review the references of each article improved the saturation of our sample.
It is also important to note that our classification process was largely subjective and was performed by only one of the authors. It is possible that the original researchers might disagree with our interpretations. We chose to use an iterative process to label and categorize the dimensions of data quality and methods of assessment described in each article in an effort to develop a consistent coding scheme.
Finally, it is likely that the dearth of literature discussing data quality in the reuse of EHR data for clinical research is due partly to underreporting. A common first step in analyzing any dataset is to review distributions, summary statistics, and histograms, but this process is rarely described in publications. Such methods are therefore likely to be underrepresented in this review. Greater transparency regarding data cleaning or checking steps would be advisable, as it could help to establish acceptable reporting standards for the reuse of EHR data in research.
CONCLUSION
The secondary use of EHR data is a promising area of research. However, the problems with EHR data quality necessitate the use of quality assessment methodologies to determine the suitability of these data for given research tasks. In this review of the literature we have identified the major dimensions of data quality that are of interest to researchers, as well as the general assessment techniques that have been utilized. Data quality is not a simple problem, and if the reuse of EHR data is to become an accepted approach to medical research, the clinical research community needs to develop validated, systematic methods of EHR data quality assessment. We encourage researchers to be consistent in their discussion of the dimensions of data quality, systematic in their approaches to measuring data quality, and to develop and share best practices for the assessment of EHR data quality in the context of reuse for clinical research.
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